
      

 

                                       ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL GWALIOR                            

Dear Parents, 
 
We thank you for your continuous support and encouragement to us during the Academic Year 2022-23. 
February 2023 is going to be a very crucial month for the students. The curriculum is almost completed in the 
classes I-VIII, except a few chapters, which will be completed in the first week of February 2023. Further, the 
remaining curriculum of IX and XI will be followed / completed/revised over the month of February. We would 
now be conducting revision for the Classes I-VIII in the first three weeks, while a limited number of students of 
Classes V and VIII will also take SAFAL (Structured Assessment for Analyzing Learning) examinations 
simultaneously wef 08-23 February 2023, which is a Competency-based Assessment in Computer Based Test 
Format in language (English), Mathematics and EVS/Science.   
A few activities are scheduled this month that will be organized as per February Month Activity Planner. 
Special/remedial classes for IX, X, XI, and XII students with definite individualized learning plans will also be 
organized at school by the outsourced faculty members, along with school teachers. The exact date and 
timings (within the school hours) of these classes will be informed later in the month. Students' attendance in 
these classes is mandatory as these classes will focus upon segregated topics/curriculum and specific exam-
related queries. The school faculty will ensure that a few exam-related techniques are also provided to the 
students of X and XII specifically. These classes would also enable these students to review their own exam 
strategies as they will interact with the outsourced teachers on specific topics wherein their performance has 
not been found up to the mark in the two Pre Board Examinations organized as on date. 
Further, the final examinations of classes I to VIII are scheduled to be starting from the fourth week of February 
2022. The school will ensure that the students of these classes are provided with enough revision, practice, 
and discussions on each subject. The blueprint and syllabus will be aligned with the CBSE Board Examination 
pattern. Therefore, the student's performance will be evaluated accordingly. The details of the same will be 
shared in the second week of February.  
A monthly worksheet based on the Annual/Periodic Curriculum will be provided to your ward in the second 
week of February 2023 for the needful practice and revision for the forthcoming examinations. The parents 
would also be provided class-wise orientation by the Class teachers in the second week of February 2023 on 
the exam-related requirements. Parents are requested to ensure the regular attendance of their wards for 
classes. Further, they would ensure that their wards prepare a self-study schedule and wisely plan the exam 
days. 
We would again bank upon you for effective cooperation and communication with the school administration to 
ensure that your ward takes the final examinations with full preparedness and confidence. 
Wishing the students good luck for their last legs of exam preparations and all the best for their final 
examinations! 
 
Best wishes! 
 
With kind regards, 
 
Class Teachers 
 
(Mrs Preeti Shrivastava, Mrs. Nisha Bais, Ms. Charu Saxena, Mrs.Renu Chauhan) 

Status Report: The syllabus as proposed for the month of January has been completed. 

Class - II              Academic Plan                       February 2023 
 

(Sections: Daffodil, Lily, Lotus, Marigold) 

 
 

 



 

ENGLISH:     Chapter 9- Bholaram’s Magic Toy Repair Shop   

       

ENGLISH GRAMMAR-    Lesson 11–  Preposition 

      Lesson 14 - Reading Skills(page no. 79 and 80) 

      Revision  

      :          15 -                    

            :         13 -                      

          10 -            ,       

                 

 

MATHEMATICS :     Chapter 14 - Pictorial Representation of Data  

      Revision  

 
ENVIORONMENTAL STUDIES:  Chapter 18 - Earth and Its Neighbour 
      Chapter 19 -  National Symbol 
      Revision  
 
COMPUTER:     Revision  
 
       
 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:   Revision  
 

  
 

WORK  EDUCATION:   Revision  
  
 
ART EDUCATION:    Revision  
 
 
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Revision  
    
 
 
MUSIC:     Revision  
 
 
 
DANCE:     Revision  
 

              

THEME: Preparation for the Annual Examination 
DEED: Make a Study Schedule 

 


